Chair
Governing Board
International Science Council
Paris, France

11.01.19

Dear Sir (Madam),
RE: radical appeal and measures for Europe
I am an independent researcher, PhD, citizen of Israel, currently a pensioner, 83. I appeal to you for
assistance in my decades-long independent research in theoretical physics, titled "A Theory of
Ether, Particles and Atoms" with a subtitle "Reform of Modern Physics".
I have a 20-year-long record of futile applications to UNESCO, universities, institutes and
conferences in Europe. The main reasons of that failure seem to be the following:
(1) a monstrous present crisis of modern science and scientific institutions;
(2) corruption of the European establishment and obscurity of modern universities;
(3) interference of Russian KGB agents waging an omnipresent secret and contracting conspiracies
with their local counterparts against me in Europe and Israel.
Despite that former attitude towards my research, I have decided to appeal to Europe again with a
hope that your new organization has been committeded to a broader and more responsible mission,
given our nuclear age, than your former predecessors.
My hope is based on the following. Civilization has been experiencing a general ideological crisis,
now at its crucial stage, threatening the very existence of humankind. Underlying that general crisis
is largely the above crisis of modern science, theoretical physics, first of all, because of its
fundamental importance for science in general. To settle the above ideological crisis, it is necessary
to reform modern fundamental science and religion. I have started such a reform and developed a
general methodology for it. Now to proceed with that mission I need a broad international support.
In this connection, taking into account that Europe, because of its ideological conservatism, has
now again been pushing civilization to a new world war, would you please take all the necessary
measures to organize in Europe an INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE IN THEORETICAL
PHYSICS aimed possibly only on discussing, and making decision on, my above research. You
might consider also the possibility of shutting down such not quite responsible but influential
organizations and institutions in Europe as EPS, ICTP and CERN, the latter being potentially
perhaps most dangerous, while suspending all other international physical conferences in Europe.
See online my works in physics and some other relevant papers enclosed.
Yours sincerely,
Igor Makarov, PhD
Independent Researcher
P.O. Box 461, 31003 Haifa, Israel
Tel: +972-(0)4 822-1997; phone: +972-(0) 54785 6170
Email: reformach110@gmail.com
Enclosure:
(1) my research in physics, “A Theory of Ether, Particles and Atoms”: http://kvisit.com/S2uuZAQ;
(2) its abstract: http://kvisit.com/ShZO9AQ;
(3) my work in astrophysics, “Introduction to Theoretical Astrophysics”:
http://kvisit.com/SoPadAw;
(4) my work in humanities, “Reform of Modern Science. Politics. Economics”:
http://kvisit.com/So_rUAQ;

(5) appeal to UNESCO, 29.09.16: http://kvisit.com/SiuDbAw;
(6) appeal to UNESCO Executive Board, 24.03.14: http://kvisit.com/S1sOjAw;
(7) appeal to UNESCO, 1.01.12: http://kvisit.com/SzbfPAQ;
(8) appeal for support to scientific foundations: http://kvisit.com/ShNnDAg;
(9) European Parliament, 4.09.17: http://kvisit.com/S_pD1Aw;
(10) European Parliament, 5.06.15: http://kvisit.com/S7vPOAw;
(11) appeal to Academies and Universities: http://kvisit.com/S3tuWAw;
(12) UN Security Council, 9.08.18: http://kvisit.com/S4uT1Aw;
(13) Munich Security Conference, 16.02.18: http://kvisit.com/Sxrr1Aw;
(14) ICTP letter, 9.03.18: http://kvisit.com/Sy5X2Aw;
(15) EPS letter, 23.08.16: http://kvisit.com/Sp_XzAw;
(16) my CV: http://kvisit.com/SlZHRAQ;
(17) my photo (2016): http://kvisit.com/SmsbzAw.

